Neural plasticity allows animals to adapt their behavioral repertoire to accommodate shifting environmental conditions. In mature brains, where there is relatively little room for structural modification, plasticity can be expressed through the strengthening and weakening of individual synapses and through alterations in electrical excitability (House et al., 2011; Huber et al., 2012) . In contrast, largerscale structural alterations of the nervous system were long thought to occur only during development but are now recognized as important factors in the plasticity of certain brain regions. Perhaps the most famous example of such changes occurs in the adult hippocampus, where neurogenesis and the reshaping of connections occurs throughout life, and is hypothesized to play critical roles in learning (Attardo et al., 2015) . However, linking specific behavioral effects to particular structural changes in the mammalian brain has proven challenging. In this context, in this issue of Cell, Petsakou et al. (2015) take advantage of the central role that circadian rhythms play in the controlling behavior to directly link structural plasticity in specific neurons to ethologically relevant behaviors in Drosophila.
Most animals entrain their behaviors to the 24 hr period of the day. As crepuscular organisms, Drosophila has a clearly defined set of behaviors tightly linked to their circadian clock. For example, locomotion is strongly modulated by the time of day, with flies exhibiting increased activity at dusk and dawn, interspersed with periods of relative rest. In both mammals and flies, neurons required for the maintenance of the circadian clock change their structure and synaptic connectivity with the time of day (Becquet et al., 2008; Ferná ndez et al., 2008) . Through a diverse array of well-crafted experiments, Petsakou et al. now define not only the molecular basis for dynamic axon remodeling in these cells, but also the behavioral implications of these changes.
Petsakou et al. focus on a specific subset of clock neurons, the s-LNv cells, which expand and retract their axon arbors every day. In these cells, arbors reach their maximal extent at dawn, before shrinking in volume by a factor of two at dusk. Beginning from the hypothesis that small GTPases might play a critical role in axon remodeling, the authors identify Rho1, as well as a novel guanine exchange factor (GEF), Pura, which together link the molecular clock of the cell with the dynamic alteration of axon size. The activity of Rho1 is tied to the clock through the transcriptional regulation of pura, with pura expression and hence Rho1 activity peaking around dusk. Ectopic expression of Rho1 in s-LNv cells drives the formation of a dusk-like axon arbor independent of circadian time, while suppressing Rho1 activity produces a dawn-like state. Taken together, these data demonstrate that modulation of Rho1 activity is a necessary and sufficient molecular mechanism to expand and retract s-LNv axons following the circadian cycle (Figure 1) .
The identification of the molecular mechanism of structural change in adult axons is itself a significant discovery, but the perhaps more remarkable work in Petsakou et al. revolves around the behavioral implications of these remodeling events. Induction of Rho1 (and therefore induction of the dusk-like state in s-LNv axons) results in arhythmic locomotor behavior. As Rho1 induction does not alter the molecular clock in s-LNv cells themselves, the authors hypothesized that the physical changes in axon arbor size might affect the ability of these cells Beyond just the day-to-day rhythms of behavior, Petsakou et al. take on the daunting question of how seasonal changes shape circuits and behavior. Since the inception of the tonic hypothesis of behavioral patterning, how animals respond to the changes in seasons has been an area of significant research (Fentress, 1977) . While hormones are major contributors to long-term changes in behaviors such as nesting, mating, and quiescence, whether the intrinsic structure and excitability of individual neurons contributes to these effects has yet to be investigated. The circadian circuit in Drosophila is altered by changes in the day-night cycle associated with seasonal change, with different neurons dominating the circuit at different times of year (Stoleru et al., 2007) . Petsakou et al. demonstrate that ectopic expression of Rho1 disrupts the activity of flies raised in winter-like light cycles, while reducing Rho1 activity disrupts activity of flies raised in summer-like light cycles. These results suggest that the reduction of s-LNv axon arborization promotes a summer-like cycle and that enlargement of these axons promotes a winter-like cycle (Figure 1) . These data provide a tantalizing hint of the possibility that structural changes in clock neurons are part of the animal's adaptation to seasonal changes. This work adds significantly to our understanding of structural plasticity and its roles in shaping behavior. As Rho proteins play central roles in regulating the cytoskeleton in many cells, linking these proteins to neuronal remodeling in flies makes it likely that these proteins will control plasticity in other animals and brain regions. Indeed, the GEF pura is homologous to a mammalian protein that is associated with cerebellar dysfunction; given the data that Petsakou et al. provide, a reasonable hypothesis is that plasticity deficits may be central to the disease mechanism (Ishikawa et al., 2005) . The deep similarities between the molecular clocks in flies and mammals combined with these new results raise the intriguing possibility that there might be analogous plasticity mechanisms in the mammalian brain, in circadian circuits, and beyond. Additionally, the results suggesting seasonal effects on neuronal structure and circuit hierarchy open up many new questions regarding the long-term remodeling of neurons. Do sensory inputs alter neuronal structures? Is this a cell-intrinsic property? Are there hormones that are responsible for such changes? Considerable effort will be required to fully understand the behavioral implications of these neuronal remodeling events, but this recent work provides an exciting foundation upon which to build. 
